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31. My Minute 3:27


(M. Ankeney, DC Snyder)


Concept by Marcus J


Vocals by Marcus J, C-Doc


Cuts by C-Doc


Marcus J: It’s been a minute since we kicked it but not a minute more
Minutes measure lifetimes in rhyme forever more
Minutes measure time but time is meaningless
So time has no meaning no more but I digress
Where you been my minute? lost in my time?


No need to put you in it cause you be every rhyme
You be every thought ever thought every breath


I be what you wrought I am not what you have left
I am but the memory of minutes that have past


You remain the answer to the question never asked
For time is just a mask it don’t heal no wounds


Same night sky same stars same moon
So where you been my minute? Cause I’ve been everywhere


Life without you in it? I find it hard to care
I lost you in a minute like a minute ago


So where you been my minute?  I guess I’ll never know


C-Doc: Every year, every month, every week, every day- every
Hour gives me just another chance I could say- but


Time moves on despite whatever I think- and if I
Think too much about it it’ll drive me to drink- but if I


Think for just a minute of the time that I’ve had- there was the
Best of, the worst of, the good and the bad- the happy and


Sad, the time I was mad, the time I was pissed- I
Wanted to bring the world down swinging my fist- the time that I


Missed- the most important minute at the time- couldn’t
Understand my thinking- what the hell was on my mind? Just a


Minute, all I had and it was all it would take- to be the







Greatest of successes or the biggest mistake- and all
Mine to make- to fix or to break- to hold or to shake- to
Figure out the odds or understand what’s at stake- and


Who’s gonna skate? The easy way out is probably wrong- and I just
Wasted my minute workin on this damn song…


Marcus J: Life stuff when the right beat catches you.


C-Doc: I really wish he’d stop saying that.


32. I’mma Say It Soon Yo! 4:00


(DC Snyder, L. Warner, J. Warner, M. Ankeney)


Concept by C-Doc


Vocals by C-Doc, Pot-C, cheese, Marcus J


Cuts by cheese


Special Thanks to DJ Boom


C-Doc: Hey Yo I skip to my Loop salute to my troops
Rappers don’t make money because they can’t even recoup


Sip juice and break loose I know the ledge
When the teacher start speaking better check what he says- word to


Dred word life word booty get your word up
But I don’t need a 40 if I’m gonna get it turnt up- so


Bird up and fuck it, it’s the new foundation- to
Throw a little chaos at your expectations- the
Correlation between this and the last bit is


How I tend to weave it all together like a fabric- the
Rap maverick- hiphop James Garner… The
Post apocalyptic beat makin John Conner


Aww yeah, I could be that too- if I
Let the beat drop just like the other shoe- how it


Do? A little bit of all that I can- as you
Listen to the man in the band in demand







Chorus: Got an answer to your question-
I’m a say it soon yo!


My Hiphop confession-
I’m a say it soon yo!


Topic for the session-?
I’m a say it soon yo!
Ready for the lesson
I’m a say it soon yo!


Pot-C: I’m a say it with smoke - a signal - a toke
letters formed out of a zillion foot rope


So it’s seen from space - obscene and laid waste
to a landmark protected get me ejected


Get this point like a junkie syringe
when it’s funky, I binge - just let me begin


With a sword raised high makin’ battlecats cringe
like I rhyme underwater and rattle my fins
Din dins been rockin water wings lately


couldn’t make maroon so this goon just takes these
Tunes like torrents in a bunch like Florence


or Ann B. Davis in the secret square
I impair with the tangents you’re gonna have to cram if


the pieces I puzzle are to be overstanded
And it’s my pleasure to drop this treasure


with Cheese and C-Doc and rock these measures


Chorus


cheese: Hey yo I’m checkin out the rapper and the rhyme that he said
Cause yo I’m peepin out a joint for flow’s that’s on point now


Back in the day it kinda went without sayin
Edutainment on the tapes in the box I was playin
Weighin tons with the Uzi’s, albums full of doosies







However now a days Jif moms ain’t choosey
Kids is gettin hit with the one size fit with the


Hiphop label gettin stamped on shit
It’s unjust, they wanna see it just rust


So on these underground tracks we got raps to bust
Along with many others who strive to preserve


Payin dues to pioneers for the years they’ve served
Yo it ain’t in vain, as the soul will maintain


Castin shadows of truth on those who play games
Yo there’s no time, we gotta hold the line


For the whole rhyme, like freights top to bottom


Chorus


Marcus J: I wish I could record everything in my head
And never regret a single thing that I said


Unrehearsed words wouldn’t fall from my mouth
Cause I could push pause before they came out


I could rewind, delete and edit
And never have to lie about the reason that I said it


Maybe that’s why I’m as quiet as I am
Maybe it’s good to be a thoughtful man
Maybe it’s ok to keep things to yourself


At least that’s what I keep on telling myself
Sometimes I feel like I really miss out


When those close miss what I’m talkin about
Maybe I talk too much


Feelin like I’m out of touch 
These words…  I can’t let go


But I know Imma say it soon yo…


Marcus J: So if you say, “I’mma say it soon yo”, it’s like there is something you want to say but you can’t or don’t 
for whatever reason. This is me in real life. I hesitate to say things a lot of the time because they tend to come out wrong…  and so my verse.







C-Doc: I could totally be remembering this wrong but I think I started this song as a potential cut for a solo album I was thinking about doing. So I reached out to Cheese 
N Pot-C to see if they wanted to get down on it. But my solo project didn’t come together at that point and the song was sitting around when Marcus and I were doing the 
inventory of possible songs for this project. Oh yeah… the idea for the song came from an InstaGram post by DJ Boom (IG: djboom_lv) that had a pic of a CD he got in 
the mail. Written on it, among other things, was the line “I’mma Say It Soon Yo!” No one knew what it meant but I told him it was a song title and I was going to write it.


33. Jah Rastafari Loop Dub 2:39


(DC Snyder)


34. Pope 3:03


(Prince)


Vocals by C-Doc, Marcus J, Zoe.Leela


Props to The Artist


35. Thank U (’92) featuring Plaid Chinese** 5:01


(S. Dwyre, DC Snyder, M. Ankeney)


Concept by DLX


Vocals by DLX, CMD, Marcus J


Additional Vocals by Davy J, Maura Anne Snyder


Cuts by DLX


Additional Audio Restoration by Shawn Franklin for TDX


DLX: Dear sista, my sista, you’re my friend and I miss ya
And in all that you do babe well’s what I wish ya


Cause you know what I’m bout and no doubt it amounts to
Something well worthwhile cause you’re there when it counts
And I’ll always be here for you my love for you’s dear and true


I’m someone to lean on or just sit down and talk to and
For what you have done for me I owe you the world
In this ocean of darkness I’ve found such a pearl as
Could bring back a smile and show me the way to
Make life worthwhile and tomorrow a better day







You put somethin back in my life that was gone
You gave me a reason to keep on keepin on


So I thank you for all you have done and I love you
And this you must know whatever end I may come to


You’re one of the few true friends that I’ve got
And I got your back whether you like it or not
I wanna thank you for what you’ve been to me


You don’t know what it means to me
Through all you’ve done you’ve made me see a better reality


So thank you for being there and showin you care
No matter when or where the times that we share


Are somethin special and they mean a lot
You’ve always been willing to give it a shot


So I thank you for being my friend and always being on call
But most of all…


CMD: This is for my friends and my family… And all my
Fans who wouldn’t ever go abandon me… Or be


Stranding me because we tougher than leather… And it
Only takes a call and it will bring us together- I wanna


Send you my love because I know that you care… And know you’ll
Always be with me when I go anywhere- cause that’s the


Way that it is and that’s the way that we do- you can
Rely on me… and I’ll rely on you… You let me


Know what you need and I will give it my best- cause when it’s
Me and my team I gotta get to the next- level and
Fight thru the obstacles- jump over hurdles… We


Only gonna win when we ALL in the winner’s circle… And
Never leave a man behind- band of brothers- and


Sisters together there is power in numbers- I
Miss ya- whenever we’re apart but then- it’s only


Temporary cause we’ll be together again… I
Consider you fam cause you know that’s who I am- and when we


Makin our plans I know we all gonna stand, strong







Bringin everyone along for the ride- and never
Once will I want because someone will provide… If it


Doesn’t work out then we brush it aside- cause it’s the
Journey that matters so come along for the ride… And my


Friends are my greatest source of wealth… So I
Gotta thank em all for lettin me be myself…


Marcus J: One day I’mma be myself again
And I’mma leave Las Vegas like I always planned


And I won’t give a damn if you understand
I’mma thank you for making me the man I am


And the man that I am is all that I am
No more no less God bless God damn


Life is easy… living is hard
Just another riddle in the middle of the scarred


So why do I do what I do when I do it
Truth be told I’m like yo I never knew it 


Everything I know never mattered anyway
Everything I know now Marcus J say 
Reflections are all I’m able to see


So everywhere I look I see another me
I see no need for help from someone else
Thank you but I can do bad all by myself


C-Doc: It was 1992 when we originally wrote and recorded this. Pulled DLX’s verse and cuts off the 4track cassette and had Shawn Franklin clean it up. Did my best to 
replicate the beat as he had originally programmed it. Rewrote my verse because my original verse was garbage (save the last line which I kept here). Added Marcus J, 


Davy J, and Maura Anne to bridge my past, present, and future on a song.
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A very sincere thank you goes out to The Impossebulls, Shawn Franklin of TDX, 
Cheese N Pot-C, DJ Boom, Zoe.Leela and everyone involved in this 


incredible six month journey/release series! 


RIP Sean “DLX” Dwyre.


- Mike Gregoire, blocSonic
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